Automatic Detection of the Ice Edge in SAR Imagery Using Curvelet Transform and Active Contour
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Abstract: A novel method based on the curvelet transform and active contour method to automatically detect the ice edge in Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) imagery is proposed. The method utilizes the location of high curvelet coefficients to determine regions in the image likely to contain the ice edge. Using an ice edge from passive microwave sea ice concentration for initialization, these regions are then joined using the active contour method to obtain the final ice edge. The method is evaluated on four dual polarization SAR scenes of the Labrador sea. Through comparison of the ice edge with that from image analysis charts, it is demonstrated that the proposed method can detect the ice edge effectively in SAR images. This is particularly relevant when the marginal ice zone is diffuse or the ice is thin, and using the definition of ice edge from the passive microwave ice concentration would underestimate the ice edge location. It is expected that the method may be useful for operations in marginal ice zones, such as offshore drilling, where a high resolution estimate of the ice edge location is required. It could also be useful as a first guess for an ice analyst, or for the assimilation of SAR data.
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1. Introduction

Sea ice plays an important role in climate and weather, and has a significant impact on human activities in the polar region and marginal seas. The ice edge is a place of high biological activity [1]; therefore, the location of the ice edge, and the surrounding region, which often consists of low sea ice concentration or a marginal ice zone (MIZ), is of interest for fishing vessels and hunters. The MIZ is defined as the transition zone from packed and consolidated ice to open water [2]. It is a dynamic region that consists of a high fraction of mobile ice, different sizes of ice floes, ice edge eddies [3], and, depending on air temperature, regions of thin ice. The ice edge generally forms the boundary between the MIZ and the open water. In recent years, the warming climate has resulted in more significant coverage of the MIZ in many regions of the ocean, with these zones covering wider regions over a longer time period during the summer months [4]. These changing ice conditions are occurring in tandem with economic changes in the Arctic, which are leading to increasing numbers of vessels in the region [5–7]. Some of these vessels are not equipped to deal with ice, and must remain outside of the ice region, thus a correct identification of the ice edge position is crucial. In addition, offshore drilling operations, particularly on the east coast of Canada, could be threatened by sea ice. An accurate estimate of the ice edge location may reduce the likelihood of ice colliding with the drilling platform.

Due to the vast geographic coverage of sea ice, remote sensing methods are commonly used to study and monitor sea ice. Passive and active microwave sensors are widely used due to their insensitivity to the atmosphere at low frequencies, and their ability to return meaningful information
even during periods of darkness. Sea ice concentration calculated using passive microwave data is the most common data source used to estimate the ice extent, which can then be used to locate the ice edge. For example, the contour corresponding to an ice concentration of 15% is commonly used to define the ice extent [8] and the ice edge location [9]. However, due to the relatively coarse spatial resolution of ice concentration from passive microwave sensors (≈5 km–25 km), these products may tend to underestimate the ice concentration when the floe size is small or ice cover is sparse, which can happen in the vicinity of the ice edge, when the MIZ is diffuse. In addition, passive microwave estimates of sea ice concentration are biased low when the ice is thin and when there are melt ponds or water on the surface of the ice, leading regions with a high concentration of ice in these situation to appear as having a lower ice concentration [10–12]. In these situations, the use of ice concentration may result in an underestimate of the ice edge location. An example is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. A RADARSAT-2 HH polarization image of the Labrador Coast with the ice edge indicated in red. The ice edge is determined using the isoline of ice concentration from a passive microwave sensor (AMSR-E) corresponding to an ice concentration of 15%. It is easy to see the example of the black rectangle, that the location of the ice edge is underestimated using ice concentration.

Due to the high spatial resolution of SAR imagery (10 m–100 m, depending on the mode of operation), SAR imagery can provide detailed information of the ice edge. The ice edge can be particularly difficult to delineate when it is very diffuse, meaning that it is dominated by small floes or filaments of ice (examples can be seen in Figures in Sections 3 to 5). Since these features can be identified visually, SAR images are routinely examined manually by ice services to generate ice edge products. Automatic detection of the ice edge in SAR imagery is challenging because SAR backscatter is a complex function of the surface conditions and viewing geometry. Surface roughness, moisture and salinity all impact the backscatter received by the sensor and can complicate ice edge detection [13]. Near the ice edge, backscatter may be sensitive to both changes in the surface composition (ice vs. water) as well as surface roughness, with rough surfaces leading to increased scattering of the signal and higher backscatter [14]. This applies both to roughness of the sea ice, which is common when the ice is deformed, or in an area with many floes, as well as roughness due to the wind over the open water [15]. This can lead to difficulties separating ice from open water when the windspeed is high, particularly for HH imagery. When the windspeed is low, and the ocean surface is calm and smooth, the SAR signal undergoes almost specular reflection, and the measured backscatter is very low. Newly formed ice can also have a smooth surface and low backscatter [16], leading to difficulty identifying this ice type under calm winds. For HV imagery, the backscatter levels are much lower than those for the corresponding HH image, and can be close to the noise floor. However, HV is less sensitive to surface scattering than HH and can therefore be more useful at discriminating ice and water when the ocean surface is wind-roughened [17], the first two sub-figures in Section 5.2. Above all,
these features of SAR backscatter lead to variability among and within classes both within and across scenes, and difficulty finding robust features that can be used to delineate ice from water [18,19]. These problems are compounded with challenges due to changes in image tone with incidence angle [20], and multiplicative speckle noise due to the coherent nature of the imaging process.

One method to determine the ice edge location is to first classify the SAR image into ice and water. The ice edge can then be defined as the boundary between these two classes. A number of previous studies have focused on the ice-water classification problem for SAR sea ice imagery [18,19,21–24]. These methods are based on backscatter intensity or higher level features, such as grey level co-occurrence matrix features. The features are usually calculated over an image region or patch due to the speckle noise of the image, and also to account for the fact that the differences between ice and water in a SAR image can be recognized most easily when spatial context is taken into account. As an alternative to first classifying the image into ice and water, Liu et al. [25] applied a multi scale wavelet transform to the SAR imagery. A threshold was applied to the wavelet coefficients to isolate regions near the ice edge, these regions were then joined to form an edge by removing points a specified distance away from the centroid of the thresholded region. A wavelet method was also used by Gill [26] to determine the ice edge location. The main problem with the method was found to be the erroneous edges in the wind-roughened open water. While changing the threshold of the wavelet coefficients retained reduced these spurious edges, it also led to an underestimate of the actual ice edge. Due to this shortcoming it was not recommended for operational use.

The method applied here is similar to that presented in previous studies [25,26] in that the multi-scale nature of the ice is taken into account by applying a frequency domain transform to the image. However it is different mainly in two respects. First, to capture the curves associated with the ice edge and the structures in the marginal ice zone (eddies, floes etc.) a curvelet transform is chosen instead of the wavelet. The curvelet transform is known to provide an effective way to obtain the information of locality of curves at multiple scales and orientations [27]. Due to the dynamic nature of the ice in the MIZ next to the ice edge, the curvelet coefficient magnitudes should be higher in the ice region than over the open water. An exception to this may be if the water was extensively roughened by the wind. However, so long as this wind-roughening is not directly next to the ice edge, these regions are eliminated when the ice edge regions are joined together. The second difference is that to join the image regions identified by the curvelet as likely to contain the ice edge, the active contour method is used.

In the following sections, the proposed method to automatically detect the ice edge in dual polarization SAR imagery is described and evaluated. In Section 2, the definition of curvelet transform and active contour used in the proposed method are introduced. In Sections 3 and 4, the data used and the methodology in both ice edge detection and validation are described. In Section 5, the proposed method is evaluated on four SAR images, and the ice edge is compared with that from operational image analyses. Conclusions are given in Section 6.

2. Curvelet Transform and Active Contour

2.1. Curvelet Transform

The curvelet transform has been developed to parameterize and describe images containing curve–like structure, but more effectively than the wavelet transform [28,29]. The curvelet transform decomposes a given image into sparse representations of curved features as a function of scale and orientation, by scaling and rotating the elliptical curvelet basis tiling proposed by Candès and Donoho [27].

The spatial region of support corresponding to each curvelet coefficient is an elliptical area, with the size and orientation of the ellipse a function of the particular coefficient. In general, a given image is the superposition of the contributions from all of the curvelet coefficients, for which a single example is shown in Figure 2a.
The scale parameter of the curvelet transform can be used to extract the curves at different physical scales of interest. Assuming that an image can be decomposed into \( n \) scales when using the wrapping-based curvelet [30], each resulting scale \( j \) is effectively divided into three domains of behaviour [31]:

- Coarse scale \( (j = 1) \),
- Middle scale \( (2 \leq j \leq n - 3) \), and,
- Fine scale \( (n - 2 \leq j \leq n) \).

Generally, the edges, small details and noise [29] of the image dominate the fine scale. By applying a scale-dependent operator in the curvelet domain, it is possible to extract, or at least enhance, curved structures of intermediate size, as illustrated in Figure 2b,c.

![Figure 2](image)

**Figure 2.** An example (a) of the spatial contribution corresponding to a single curvelet coefficient, here shown for a single non-zero curvelet coefficient at the third scale; The 513 × 513 image in (b) shows curved ice features at middle scales and smooth areas corresponding to open water; The image from (b) is reconstructed in (c) by retaining only the largest 1% of the middle-scale curvelet coefficients from (b), such that the ice structure is strongly enhanced.

### 2.2. Active Contour

Broadly, contour models, used in contour detection, edge detection, and image segmentation [32–34], can be classified as either parametric or nonparametric. The parametric approach is algorithmically simple, noise robust, and can assert prior models regarding contour shape, whereas nonparametric methods are more able to handle complex structures and multiple disconnected objects.

Since our research explores the ice-water boundary, which is a single contour, a parameterized contour is preferred, which conveniently builds on our past work [35,36]. Specifically, parameterized contours, also referred to as active contours or snakes [37,38], are selected via a strategy which is essentially one of energy minimization. The contour is selected by minimizing an energy function, which itself has contributions from the shape of the curve itself (an internal force, essentially a prior model) and from the underlying image (an external force, essentially a measurement constraint):

\[
E_{\text{snake}} = E_{\text{internal}} + E_{\text{external}}
\]

where \( E_{\text{internal}} \) ensures smoothness, preventing stretching and bending, and \( E_{\text{external}} \) is an external energy that pulls the snake towards the desired object boundaries and features of interest. More formally the above equation can be written as

\[
E = \int_0^1 \frac{1}{2} [\alpha(s)|v'(s)|^2 + \beta(s)|v''(s)|^2] + E_{\text{external}}(v(s))\,ds
\]

where \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) are weighting parameters, \( v' \) and \( v'' \) are the first and second derivative of \( v(s) \) with respect to \( s \), which is the distance along the contour. The external energy \( E_{\text{external}} \) is chosen such that it
has a minimum value at the features of interest in the context of the given image data. Although other feature sensitivity can certainly be encoded, most frequently it is desired for the contour to locate edges, so the energy is set to the negative of image gradient:

$$E_{\text{external}} = -|\nabla I(x, y)|$$ (3)

or its smoothed version

$$E_{\text{external}} = -|\nabla [G_\sigma(x, y) * I(x, y)]|$$ (4)

where $\nabla$ is a gradient operator, $*$ is the convolution operator and $G_\sigma$ is a Gaussian smoothing kernel with a specific standard deviation $\sigma$ applied to the image $I$.

3. Data

3.1. RADARSAT-2 SAR Images

The proposed method is evaluated using SAR scenes from the set used operationally at the Canadian Ice Service. The scenes used in experiments were captured using RADARSAT-2 ScanSAR Wide beam mode at C-band, which has a centre frequency of 5.405 GHz [39]. Each scene provides one HH image (horizontal transmitted and horizontal receive) and one HV image (horizontal transmit and vertical receive), with a nominal pixel spacing of 50 m for each image. The images were georeferenced and calibrated to normalized backscatter coefficients at the Canadian Ice Service. No multi-looking or speckle filtering were applied to the images. An example of the data is shown in Figure 3a,b.

3.2. Passive Microwave Sea Ice Concentration

The sea ice concentration (SIC) data in this paper was calculated using brightness temperatures from the Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer—Earth Observing System (AMSR-E) instrument of the NASA Earth Observing System (EOS) Aqua satellite using the ARTIST [40,41] sea ice algorithm. The data can be downloaded online [42]. The data are mapped to a polar stereographic grid at 6.25 km spatial resolution. In order to use this data with the SAR images, the data are reprojected to the SAR image grid. Figure 3c shows an example of the sea ice concentration on 20 February 2011.

3.3. Image Analysis Chart

In order to validate the ice edge location, operational image analysis charts are chosen as the reference for comparison. Image analysis charts are manually prepared analyses of a SAR image, generated by expert ice analysts at the Canadian Ice Services. Using the information in the SAR image, in addition to information from climatology, as well as ships or aircraft in the region, the analyst draws polygons indicating areas where the ice conditions appear to be either homogeneous, or to contain a mixture of up to three different ice types. The preparation of image analyses is subjective, and the quality of the analysis varies between analysts, and also depending on SAR image and ice features. The ice edge information in an image analysis is however, generally considered to be quite accurate, with a positional error of the order of 1 km [43]. An example of an image analysis chart is shown in Figure 3d. The ice edge is calculated by the isoline of 0% ice concentration from the image analysis chart.

4. Method

The significant challenge in our context by using a contour method is that in noisy images, certainly at the noise levels typical of SAR images, the direct use of either the gradient (Equation (3)) or its smoothed version (Equation (4)) as the external energy usually leads to inaccurate segmentation results. As a result, our proposed method first transforms the SAR image via a curvelet transform to detect the ice edge region at the chosen scales and remove the noise, and then subsequently to use the
ice edge region image to generate the external force of the active contour, leading to a more robust energy function that accurately drives the active contour.

4.1. Overview of the Method

We begin with the SAR HH and HV polarizations of a scene, the landmask that identifies each pixel as either land or not land, and a passive microwave ice concentration product.

To overcome the challenges of the variability and statistical non-stationarity of the backscatter signature within and across the scene, our proposed method uses a sliding window approach to separately determine the ice edge region within each window. Each window in the SAR image is processed by a detector based on an $n$-scale curvelet transform, where for a window having edge size of $L$, $L = 2^n + 1$ pixels.

In particular, since SAR imagery has significant amounts of speckle noise, whereas the ice-water boundary is typically a relatively larger structure, relative to speckle, it is the middle level of the curvelet scales that is preferred. Indeed, not only the structure of the ice-water boundary, but also the ice near to the ice edge is often dynamic, containing filaments and curves at random orientations and scales, whereas the open water is generally either smooth or containing a relatively regular fine-scale pattern due to wind-roughening. As a result, at some appropriate scales, we expect the ice-dominated region to generally correspond to significantly higher curvelet coefficient magnitudes compared with open water. Consequently, loosely analogous to the concept of wavelet shrinkage [44], it is a fraction of the high-magnitude mid-scale curvelet coefficients that will be preserved. The image containing these coefficients will be used by the active contour to obtain the desired ice-water boundary.

The images chosen are composed largely of a MIZ, with small areas of consolidated ice. It can be seen, for example in Figure 3, that the SAR pattern of the consolidated ice is similarly smooth to that of open water in the middle scales of the curvelet domain, thus the method may also find a boundary between the consolidated ice and the MIZ, which is not desired for the present application. To remove the consolidated ice region, pixels with ice concentration from AMSR-E greater than 80%, corresponding to the upper limit for the MIZ [45], are not considered as candidates for the ice edge.

4.2. Ice Edge Region Image Generation by Curvelet Transform

We are given dual polarization SAR images $I_{HH}$ and $I_{HV}$. For each image window $P_i$, $i$ defines the index of the spatial location of the window. The curvelet transform $C(\cdot)$, expressed as Equation (5), uses a wrapping-based method [30] which is faster in computation time and more robust than other approaches, yielding the curvelet coefficients $c^j$:

$$c^j_{i\theta}(\alpha, \beta) = C(P^i)$$

where each curvelet coefficient $c^j_{i\theta}(\alpha, \beta)$ is indexed by window $i$, scale $j$, orientation $\theta$, and spatial location parameters $\alpha, \beta$, with the coefficients $c^j_{HH}, c^j_{HV}$ for the two polarizations calculated separately.

As discussed in the introduction, fusing the HH and HV image information can capture the ice more completely and accurately, and can be accomplished simply by preserving the larger curvelet coefficients:

$$c^j_{f,i} = \begin{cases} \max\left(|c^j_{HH,i}|, |c^j_{HV,i}|\right) & 2 \leq j \leq n - 3 \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

where $c_f$ now represents the fused curvelet domain.
The resulting coefficients are hard-thresholded, as in wavelet shrinkage [44], based on order-statistic threshold \(0 < t < 1\), such that the absolute threshold \(T\) is found at fraction \(t\) through the sorted set of coefficients, shrinking all coefficients below \(T\) to zero:

\[
\tilde{c}_{f,j}(\alpha, \beta) = \begin{cases} 
  c_{f,j}(\alpha, \beta) & c_{f,j}(\alpha, \beta) \geq T \\
  0 & c_{f,j}(\alpha, \beta) < T 
\end{cases} 
\]  

(7)

Each curvelet coefficient can be connected to its associated region of support in the spatial domain, as in Figure 2. Therefore we can infer the spatial distribution of the locations of curvelet coefficients having significant magnitudes. The ice edge window will contain a region with curvelet coefficients of large magnitude (ice region) and a region with curvelet coefficient of lower magnitude (water region). Thus, candidate windows for ice-edge regions can be found on the basis of those windows whose fused, shrunk curvelet coefficients \(\tilde{c}_{f}^j\) have, in aggregate, regions of support covering less than half of the window area.

For these selected windows, the transformed image \(\tilde{P}^i\) is found via the inverse curvelet transform

\[
\tilde{P}^i = C^{-1}(\tilde{c}_{f}^j) 
\]  

(8)

With this operation completed, we have candidate windows having concentrated mid-scale energy, corresponding to the irregular regions typical of the ice-water transition, with consolidated ice and open water largely removed. The ice edge region image \(\tilde{I}\) is composed of the windows \(\tilde{P}^i\) of the inverse curvelet coefficients.

4.3. Active Contours

The ice edge region image \(\tilde{I}\) is used to build the external force map for the active contour. Because the windows are processed independently, the resulting magnitudes in the various \(\tilde{I}\) can vary significantly, making it difficult, or even inappropriate, to identify a global hard threshold on the intensity of \(\tilde{I}\) to segment the ice edge. Additionally, when generating the \(\tilde{I}\), there are some noisy areas, such as the waves in the open water and cracks at the surface of the consolidated ice, which have a similar representation in the curvelet domain as curved ice features near the ice edge and also satisfy the conditions to be an ice edge window.

On the basis of these limitations, a simple thresholding/segmentation scheme would perform poorly, however the use of an active contour can alleviate the following challenges:

1. The external energy requires no absolute threshold, rather is trying to maximize a gradient, whether that found gradient is large or small.
2. Active contours, particularly the variant used here [35], can be noise robust and can ignore mistakenly included noisy windows.

Although the \(\tilde{I}\) images are computed exclusively from the middle scales of the curvelet domain, by definition therefore the fine scale noise of the SAR imagery has been removed, however \(\tilde{I}\) still suffers from noise, particularly that from ringing effects due to the curvelet transform. Therefore, in the calculation of the external energy, a Gaussian filter bank, \(G_m\), is used to generate a gradient hierarchy

\[
\tilde{I}_m(x, y) = \nabla [G_m(x, y) * \tilde{I}(x, y)] 
\]  

(9)

where \(*\) is the convolution operator, \(\nabla\) is the gradient operator and \(G_m(x, y)\) is a two-dimensional Gaussian function with standard deviation \(\sigma_m\).
Since gradient maps generated using Gaussian kernels with larger variances are expected to be less noisy, we give a preference to these maps over those with finer variances, leading to a final gradient map $\hat{I}_f$ generated as follows:

$$\hat{I}_f = \frac{1}{Z} \sum_{m=1}^{N} \alpha^m I_m$$

for normalization parameter $Z$ and scale-dependent weighting parameter $\alpha$ with the total number of scales considered $N$. $Z$ ensures that the final gradient map has the same dynamic range as the individual gradient map. On the other hand, since $\alpha$ is meant to favour coarse scale structures, any value greater than 1 will be suitable. However, assigning significantly higher values to $\alpha$ leads to fine structure loss, hence for all experiments in this paper $\alpha$ is set to 2.

As the active contour is iterative algorithm, it does require an initialization. Since microwave ice concentration data are available, it is simplest and reasonable to employ the isoline of ice concentration $l_{sic}$ as this initialization.

### 4.4. Description of Experiments

The experiments were carried out on four RADARSAT-2 SAR images. The images were acquired on the 13, 16, and 20 of February and 5 April in 2011. All scenes are of the Labrador Coast. These four scenes contain situations in which the MIZ is diffuse and sparse, and the use of ice concentration will typically underestimate the ice edge location. Hence, they are suitable choices for testing our method with regards to the improvement of the ice edge location under complex MIZ situations.

As visually observed, the physical scales of ice features near the ice edge for the images examined in this study are in the range of 16 km to 64 km, or $2^5 \sim 2^7$ pixels. Since the window size is calculated by $L = 2^n + 1$, in order that the physical scales of ice correspond to the scales $j = 2, 3, 4$ of the curvelet transform, the window size of $L = 513 \times 513$ pixels is chosen. A step of 100 pixels is used between windows, corresponding to an overlap of 400 pixels, in order to reduce the likelihood of missing a window that may contain the ice edge. In the fused curvelet domain, the chosen coefficients were the top $t = 1\%$, which is a common threshold in the use of curvelet edge detection [29].

After the ice edge region images are generated, the active contour method is applied. The contour of ice concentration from the passive microwave retrieval, $l_{sic}$, is used as the initialization line for the active contour. Results from $l_{sic} = 15\%$ which is commonly used to determine the ice edge location from SIC [8,45] and $l_{sic} = 0\%$, visually in SAR imagery, is nearest to the ice edge are shown in Figures 3f, 4f and 5. In quantitative comparison, to examine the sensitivity of the ice edge to the initialization, $l_{sic}$ ranging from 30% to 0% was tested. Since the result of using $l_{sic} = 30\%$ is similar to that with $l_{sic} = 15\%$, the results are not shown in Figures 3–5. Note that the isoline used as reference data corresponds to 0% ice concentration from the image analysis charts.

### 5. Results and Discussion

#### 5.1. Qualitative Analysis of Results

**5.1.1. Results for 20 February 2011**

As shown in Figure 3a, the ice near the ice edge for this scene appears to be very thin. This was verified through comparison with the ice type information in the image analysis, which identified these regions as new ice. The location of the ice edge is underestimated for this scene when using the contour of passive microwave ice concentration with both $l_{sic} = 15\%$ and $l_{sic} = 0\%$. An example of the contour corresponding to $l_{sic} = 15\%$ is shown in Figure 3c with the ice edge from the image analysis chart. It can be seen in Figure 3f that the proposed method leads to an improved representation of the ice edge location.
Figure 3. Result for the scene of 20 February 2011, for which the ice near the ice edge in the marginal ice zone (MIZ) is thin ice, with small ice floes resulting in an underestimate of the ice edge towards the thin ice when using the isoline of ice concentration. In all charts where they appear, the white line represents coastline and the red line is the ice edge from the image analysis. (a) HH polarization Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) image; (b) HV polarization SAR image; (c) Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer—Earth Observing System (AMSR-E) ice concentration. The isoline of $l_{sic} = 15\%$ ice concentration is represented as the black line; (d) Image analysis chart. The ice edge from the image analysis chart corresponds to the isoline of 0% ice concentration; (e) shows the generated ice edge region image $\bar{I}$ based on curvelet transform; (f) The ice edges from the proposed method overlaid on the HH SAR imagery. The results shown are from using the active contour with initialization line of $l_{sic} = 15\%$ and $l_{sic} = 0\%$ separately based on the $\bar{I}$ The blue line is the result of $l_{sic} = 15\%$ and the yellow line is the result of $l_{sic} = 0\%$, both blue and yellow are from the proposed method. It can be seen that, compared with the ice edge using isoline of ice concentration, the proposed results are much closer to the ice edge from image analysis chart, especially where the ice is thin and sparse.
Figure 4. Result for the scene of 16 February 2011, which shows the result can be improved when fusing HH and HV. In all charts where they appear, the white line represents coastline and the red line is the ice edge from the image analysis. (a) and (b) are the HH and HV SAR images. Some obvious differences of ice features in HH and HV can be seen near the ice edge. At the lower right part of the scene, some ice features can be captured in HV but missed in HH; (c) AMSR-E ice concentration. The isoline of $l_{sic} = 15\%$ is represented as the black line; (d) Image analysis chart. The ice edge from the image analysis chart corresponds to the isoline of 0% ice concentration; (e) shows the ice edge from the proposed method using HH SAR image only, the result underestimates the ice edge location at the lower right part of the scene. By fusing HH and HV, the ice edge details can be captured completely as shown in (f), which leads to more accurate results than (e) compared with the image analysis chart, particularly when initialized by the $l_{sic} = 0\%$. The blue line is the result of $l_{sic} = 15\%$ and the yellow line is the result of $l_{sic} = 0\%$, both blue and yellow are from the proposed method.
5.1.2. Result for 16 February 2011

The HH and HV images for the scene acquired on 16 February 2011 are shown in Figure 4a,b respectively. For these images the ice edge is located in the far range of the image, which makes discrimination of the ice edge using only the HH image difficult and inaccurate due to incidence angle effects, as shown in Figure 4e. Fusing information from both the HH and HV images generated more accurate results, as can be seen in Figure 4f.

5.1.3. Results for 13 February and 5 April 2011

Two more images (13 February and 5 April 2011) are tested in the experiments. The results are shown in Figure 5.

![Image analysis chart of 13 February 2011](image1)

![Image analysis chart of 5 April 2011](image2)

**Figure 5.** (a,b) shows the ice edge results of proposed method for scenes acquired on 13 February and 5 April 2011. The results are overlaid on the HH SAR images. The blue and yellow lines are the ice edges from the proposed method using $l_{sic} = 15\%$ and $l_{sic} = 0\%$ in the initialization. Also, the ice edge from the image analysis chart is shown by the red line; (c,d) are the image analysis chart of the two days. Note the image analysis chart on 13 February shows the ice edge location, here the SAR image is also shown. From (a), it can be seen that in the scene from 13 February 2011, there are some noisy regions in the open water on the right of the image, likely due to wind roughening. However, this does not affect the result because it is far away from the initialization line and the active contour can effectively ignore that area; (b) shows that when the ice near the ice is too sparse, the proposed method may fail to obtained an accurate result.

5.2. Quantitative Comparison

In this section, the method is evaluated quantitatively by comparing the ice edge location with that from the image analysis chart. First, the root mean square (RMS) distance [46] between the ice edge of the proposed method and the ice edge from the image analysis chart is calculated. To do the comparison, the ice edge from the image analysis chart is projected to the SAR image, which is on a Cartesian grid. The distance between the two edges is calculated for each row of the image according to the latitude.
Results are shown in Figure 6 for different isolines of SIC, ranging from 30% to 0%, from the passive microwave sea ice concentration to initialize the active contour method. The RMS distance between the isolines of SIC, ranging from 30% to 0%, from the passive microwave data and ice edge from the image analysis chart are also shown. It can be seen that the RMS distance between the proposed method and image analysis chart is typically smaller than that between using the isoline of SIC from passive microwave data and image analysis chart. Both the results of proposed method and using the isoline of SIC also shows that a relative linear decrease of the RMS distance as the SIC used in the initialization decreases from 30% to 0%.

Figure 6. The root mean square distance between ice edge of four days. The blue dashed line shows the root mean square (RMS) distance between the different sea ice concentration (SIC) from 30% to 0% and the ice edge from the image analysis chart. The red solid line shows the RMS distance between proposed method results using SIC from 30% to 0% to initialize the active contour and the ice edge from image analysis chart. The results show that the ice edge of proposed method is much closer to the reference data than using the SIC from passive microwave data directly, especially when SIC close to 0%. Comparing the four days, it can be seen that the sensitivity of RMS distance to SIC depends on the ice condition. However, the RMS distance of proposed method decreases with SIC, meaning that the proposed result has the best performance by using the SIC of 0% as the initialization line, leading to RMS differences less than 20 km. (a) 13 February 2011; (b) 16 February 2011; (c) 20 February 2011; (d) 5 April 2011.
The statistics of accuracy and F1 score [47] are calculated using binary ice/water images generated by segmenting the results into ice and water using the ice edge to delineate these two regions. The accuracy and F1 score using SIC from $l_{sic} = 30\%$ to $l_{sic} = 0\%$ to initialize the active contour method are shown in Figure 7 and compared with those from using $l_{sic} = 30\%$ to $l_{sic} = 0\%$ to separate ice from water in the passive microwave data. From the definition of these two metrics [47], both the accuracy and F1 score reach their best value at 1 and worst at 0.

It can be seen that both the accuracy and the F1 score are higher for the proposed method as compared with using the passive microwave SIC alone to determine the ice edge. In addition, it can be seen that both the accuracy and the F1 score decrease with increasing passive microwave ice concentration, with the highest scores corresponding to $l_{sic} = 0\%$.

![Figure 7.](image)

(a) Average accuracy of the four images  
(b) Average F1 score of the four images

Figure 7. (a,b) are the average accuracy and F1 score of the four images using binary ice/water images generated by segmenting the results into ice and water using the ice edge to delineate these two regions. The blue dashed lines of (a,b) are the average accuracy and F1 score, separately, using the ice edge from the isolines of SIC, ranging from 30% to 0%. The red solid lines are the average accuracy and F1 score, using the proposed method with initialization lines of SIC from 30% to 0% in active contour. It can be seen that the proposed method has improved both the accuracy and F1 score. Also, as the SIC increases, both the accuracy and F1 score decrease. When using the proposed method by using the SIC of 0% as the initialization line, the results have the best performance for which the average accuracy and F1 score are both over 0.9.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, a novel method to automatically detect the ice edge in dual pol SAR imagery using the curvelet transform and active contour method is proposed. The curvelet transform is able to identify image windows that are likely to contain the ice edge as those that contain a contrast between an area occupied by curved features at multiple resolutions, and an area lacking such features. The active contour joins these areas, seeking a contour within that has minimal bending, which makes the method robust with respect to remote windows of wind-roughened open water, while pulling the contour toward features of interest. This can be seen clearly in Figure 5a, where a region of rough water distant to the ice edge can be seen in the upper right portion of the image. The proposed method is also robust to speckle noise and variation of the backscatter within and across the scenes.

It was found that the proposed method can automatically detect the ice edge for cases when the MIZ is diffuse, with sparse ice cover, and the edge location would be underestimated through the use of passive microwave sea ice concentration. The RMS distance between ice edge of proposed method and reference data has a minimum value less than 20 km, for all four images, which is less than the distance using the isoline of SIC. However, when the ice floes are too small or too sparse, due...
to the scale dependence of the curvelet transform and the internal force of the active contour, the ice edge may be underestimated. Future work will focus on looking at cases when the open water at the ice edge is significantly wind-roughened, and incorporating an automatic method to choose the curvelet scales.
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